Wastewater Reuse
Advantages and
Disadvantages
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• This technology reduces the demands on potable
sources of freshwater.
• It may reduce the need for large wastewater treatment systems, if significant portions of the waste
stream are reused or recycled.
• The technology may diminish the volume of wastewater discharged, resulting in a beneficial impact
on the aquatic environment.
• Capital costs are low to medium for most systems
and are recoverable in a ver y short time; this excludes systems designed for direct reuse of sewage
water.
• Operation and maintenance are relatively simple
except in direct reuse systems where more extensive technology and quality control are required.
• Provision of nutrient-rich wastewaters can increase
agricultural production in water-poor areas.
• Pollution of rivers and groundwaters may be
reduced.
• Lawn maintenance and golf course irrigation is
facilitated in resort areas.
• In most cases, the quality of the wastewater , as an
irrigation water supply, is superior to that of well
water.
Disadvantages
• If implemented on a large scale, revenues to water
supply and wastewater utilities may fall as the demand for potable water for non-potable uses and
the discharge of wastewaters is reduced.
• Reuse of wastewater may be seasonal in nature, resulting in the overloading of treatment and disposal facilities during the rainy season; if the wet sea son is of long duration and/or high intensity , the
seasonal discharge of raw wastewaters may occur .
• Health problems, such as water-borne diseases and
skin irritations, may occur in people coming into
direct contact with reused wastewater.
• Gases, such as sulfuric acid, produced during the
treatment process can result in chronic health
problems.
• In some cases, reuse of wastewater is not economically feasible because of the requirement for an additional distribution system.
• Application of untreated wastewater as irrigation
water or as injected recharge water may result in
groundwater contamination.
Source: Organization of American States. Water Reuse.

What’s the future of reuse?
“Water reuse is the future of the w ater industry,” says
Rubin. “It is a finite resource that has recycled itself
through the water cycle for billions of years, and all we are
doing is capitalizing on that b y using current technology to
speed up the natural process.
“In the next 15 years or so, the population in the U .S. is
expected to increase by 25 percent, and if y ou believe
anything about climate change (not the same as global
warming), the frequency and intensity of r ainfall events are
going to change, requiring us to find better w ays of managing water resources. In short, reuse can satisfy a significant water demand, and the supplanted demand is par ticularly significant in water short areas.
“But it’s not just about managing w ater resources; it’s
about managing all of our resources . In California, for instance, 20 percent of the state’s electrical energy is used
for moving water from one place to anot her. Nationwide, depending on where you are, it’s between five to 10 percent to
move water. As we look at improving our water management strategies, which includes reuse, the amount of energy we need to transport water is going to be reduced.”
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For More Information
The WaterReuse Foundation has developed a comprehensive database of nationwide reuse prog rams and facilities that can be used b y agencies, utilities, consultants,
and reuse water customers to advance the practice of
water reuse at the local, regional, state , and national levels.
Visit their website at: www.watereuse.org/files/s/docs/
02-004-01.pdf
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Guidelines for Water Reuse summarize water reuse for utilities
and regulatory agencies. It covers water reclamation for
nonpotable urban, industrial, and agricultural reuse as well
as augmentation of potable water supplies through indirect
reuse. Technical, regulatory, legal, funding, and public involvement issues related to water reuse are discussed.
These guidelines can be downloaded at: www.epa.gov/
ORD/NRMRL/pubs/625r04108/625r04108.htm.

By Natalie Eddy
NESC Staff Writer

Five years after former Alaska Gov. Tony
Knowles’ targeted date to retire the state’s
traditional honey bucket to the museum, it
still isn’t an antique.
In 1995, Knowles set a 10-year priority
to retire the honey bucket, a toilet seat af fixed to a five-gallon plastic bucket that
gets its name from the plastic b ucket,
which was once used as a container f or
honey. Today, though, one out of fiv e residents still lives without wastewater or
water service.
In fact, only 110 out of 185 villages , or
60 percent of the communities, in the state
meet the criteria to be considered “served”
with wastewater and water, according to
Ed Lohr, P.E., director of Tribal Utility Support for the Alaska Native Tribal Health
Consortium (ANTHC). A community is
considered “served” if more than 80 per cent of the homes have water and sewer.
A 1994 Small Flows newsletter headline read, “Sanitation Conditions in Alaska
Compared to Third World Countries.” The
story outlined the difficulties many Alaska
Native Americans faced without running
water and flush toilets.
Unfortunately, that still seems to be the
case today for those Alaskans who continue to use honey buckets for toilets. Disposal methods range from self-haul to
community pickup. The Consortium considers the community pickup system an intermediate service level.
Today, five communities are still on the
flush and haul system, according to Lohr .
People on the flush and haul system ha ve a

tanker vehicle delivering water to their
homes, which is usually stored in a big tank
outside.
Another tank holds the wastewater that
is flushed down the toilet or drained from
the sink. Then, another vehicle pumps the
wastewater from the tanks and tak es it to
the community wastewater lagoon system.

Alaska’s Wastewater History
Alaska became a par t of the United
States in 1959. That same year, Congress
authorized the Public Health Service to
work with Alaska Native communities to
construct water and sanitation systems.
In the 1970s, sewage disposal bunkers
were built and fenced sewage lagoons
were constructed; meanwhile, wells were
dug and watering points were established
to provide a centrally located water source
for clean drinking water. It was during this
decade that washaterias were constructed,
providing flush toilets, sinks, drinking water
for hauling, showers, and washers and dryers.
The honey bucket was the historical
means of collecting wastewater. In the
early 1980s, a new and more sanitar y way
of transporting the wastewater, called the
hopper system, was developed. Hoppers
or bins were located at central points in the
villages, making it easier for residents to
dump their honey buckets.
The bins were later towed to a sewage
lagoon, often as frozen cubes in the winter.
This system was known as the “open haul”
system.
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In the late 1980s, wastewater
and water systems for homes began
being built. The flush-and-haul system, whereby communities pick up
household waste, was developed in
the early 1990s, along with piped
wastewater and water systems.
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Since 1960, approximately $1.3
billion has been spent on w astewater and water infrastructure improvements in Alaska, according to
Lohr. From 2005 to 2010, some
$651 million was spent and Lohr estimates that, assuming there are no
regulatory changes, another $840
million is needed to complete all of
the required projects to have 100
percent of the communities served.
Approximately 139,000 Native
Americans live in Alaska today,
some 76,000 in rural villages. Of the
231 Native American tribes in Alaska, only 185 are large enough to
support a community wastewater
system. Today, 112 communities currently are receiving project funding
in Alaska.

Accessibility Obstacles
More than 200 remote villages
exist in Alaska today where the residents’ only links to the outside w orld
are small planes flown by “bush pilots.”
Providing wastewater and water
service to the remote villages is
often an expensive endeavor. In
areas where residents are unable to
pay, the village will sometimes opt to
pay for whatever services they deliver out of another account, lik e revenue sharing or bingo proceeds.
To compound the problem, Lohr
said some homes are not occupied
year-round or don’t have a perma-

nent heat source, meaning they do
not meet the requirement for providing
a wastewater or water source.
Having a heat source is one of the
main requirements for being eligible
for wastewater and water systems because of the extreme temperatures.
Homes without heat may cause a line
to freeze, affecting the entire system.

Cold Weather Systems
In addition to the accessibility
problem for many living in remote
areas of Alaska, frigid temperatures
also make supplying wastewater and
water treatment difficult. Alaska, the
largest state in the countr y, has a variety of climates.
Southern Alaska has a fairly mild
climate with temperatures averaging
between 10 to 32 deg rees F in the
winter and 50 to 55 deg rees F in the
summer, according to worldbook.com.

Northern Alaska temperatures
average minus 10 degrees F in the
winter and approximately 45 degrees
in the summer. Although the average
is minus 10 degrees F, temperatures
have dropped as low as minus 80
degrees F.
In southern areas of Alaska
where the temperatures are milder,
community-type sewer systems are
used. In northern Alaska, the systems are typically above ground because of permafrost and the high
cost associated with heating buried
systems.
In the colder temperatures, conventional septic tank systems do not
work because the ground is frozen
year-round, and soils consist of large
amounts of ice and silt. Warm wastewater, 40 to 45 deg rees, melts the
ice and creates large sinkholes in
the ground.
With most of the community-type
systems, the wastewater is collected
and discharged to one or a ser ies of
tundra ponds for treatment.

“Most of the new systems that we
build have been above ground because ice rich permafrost makes
conventional gravity systems unfeasible,” Lohr says. “We are trying a
modified technology in Alaska, and
that is the arctic pressure se wer. This
[system] will allow us to bury a sewer
in a few communities that we previously thought would need above
ground vacuum systems.”
Lohr says it is beneficial to limit
the amount of pipe exposed to the
extreme temperature of below 50 degrees Fahrenheit. “When the pipe is
shallow buried just under or at the
bottom of the active layer, it only
sees temperatures of around 27 de grees Fahrenheit, and a temperature
differential of 77 degrees greatly reduces heating expenses,” he says.

Subsistence Lifestyle
One of the most difficult issues to
tackle previously was covering the
cost of operation and maintenance
(O&M) to keep these systems running. Lohr says keeping wastewater

and water systems at minimum sanitation standards involves substantial
costs for electricity, labor, fuel,
equipment, utility management, and
personnel training.
He adds that the issue with O&M
in Alaska “is a subsistence lifestyle
with little cash economy.”
To alleviate these problems, the
ANTHC is currently managing 18
community systems under contract
across Alaska to ensure O&M costs
are collected and utilized efficiently.
Lohr says in the past, communities
have had problems for a variety of
reasons.
“Being a subsistence lifestyle,
billings don’t always come every
month,” he says. “For instance, the
clerk goes to fish camp to gather
food, and the bills don’t go out.”
He adds that there is a high
turnover of utility clerks, managers
and operators. “Think about changing the mechanic for your car once
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Money Matters

Various agencies have been responsible for the funding over the
years. One of the longest r unning
contributors is the Indian Health Ser vice, which began providing funds in
1960 and has continued every year
since. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) also has been
a major contributor.
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or twice a year, and they don’t know
how to fix cars yet. Your car probably
won’t last,” he says.
“Some rural city managers have
little knowledge on the operation and
maintenance of water and sewer
systems. When faced with decisions,
they lack the experience in utility
management to decide if a pump
should be bought or the r unway
lights [for airplanes] should be repaired, so what appears to be the
most immediate issue, getting supplies into the community, gets priority,” he added.
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To counter these problems, Lohr
says through the management contracts, the ANTHC:
• Provides a billing ser vice that
is on time and accur ate,
• Collects all revenues and pays
all expenses,
• Hires the operators with benefits and a method for advancement,
• Keeps spare parts on the
shelf, and
• Establishes and enforces collection and shut off policies f or
delinquent bills.
“Accomplishing these things has
allowed the revenues to meet, and in
some communities, exceed expenses,” Lohr adds.

Although there are still some limitations to the Alaskan lifestyle, overall, great improvements have been
seen in the quality of lif e in Alaska
Native villages, according to Lohr.

By Marilyn Noah
NESC Writer/Editor

As for retiring the honey bucket,
Lohr adds, “At some point, all com munities will be ser ved, but the
honey bucket will always be required.
It will never be totally eradicated.
There are a few houses out there
that we won’t be able to serve for
one reason or another.
“Just like the outhouse in the
lower 48, some people will choose
that level of service, or they will be
too far from the community system to
get pipes.”
For more information about
wastewater and water in Alaska,
check out these resources:
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium. Accessed January 7, 2010,
at http://www.anthc.org/.
Eddy, Natalie. “Goodbye Honeybucket? Wastewater Treatment in
Alaska Native Villages.” Small Flows
Quarterly, Spring 2004, Volume 5,
Number 2. Available at www.nesc.
wvu.edu/pdf/ww/publications/smallflows/magazine/SFQ_SP04.pdf.
“North American Climates: Alaska,” World Book. Accessed February
16, 2010, at www.worldbook.com
/wb/Students?content_spotlight/climates/north_american_climate_
alaska

Editor’s Note: In 2008, Congress, through passage of the Food, Conser vation and Energy Act, created the
National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA), which was previously called the Cooperative State Resear ch,
Education and Extension Service. Despite this name change, the university-based programs most people know
as “Extension” are still referred to as the Cooperative Extension Ser vice.

The Cooperative Extension Service (CES) has long
been known for its 4-H youth programs, help with agricultural education, and homemaker programs. CES’s
mission is to advance knowledge for agriculture, the environment, human health and w ell being, and communities by supporting research and education prog rams in
the land-grant university system. Specific areas of interest include best management pr actices for sustainable
agriculture, responsible use of renewable resources and
careful stewardship of natural resources.
Because water quality is vital to Amer ica’s small
communities and rural areas, CES’s programs acknowledge that the effective management of water must include land-management activities. In October 2009,
NIFA awarded more than $11 million through the National Integrated Water Quality Program (NIWQP) to address the critical water resource issues of water quality
protection and water conservation. A recent press release states, “The NIWQP supports research, education
and extension projects and programs that address critical water resource issues in ag ricultural, rural and urban
watersheds.”

When it comes to handling w astewater matters,
whether it is addressing homeo wners’ concerns or helping installers attain professional certification, states’ Cooperative Extension programs vary widely as to what
they offer and what suppor t they provide. Depending on
the each state’s codes and regulations, the CES takes
different roles.
Some states’ programs concentrate on homeowner information while others take a leading role in educating and
supporting the public utility workers, while others are somewhere in between. Some extension programs handle the
certification and training of professionals, while others leave
that up to other state agencies . While many states operate
their onsite programs independently, some multi-state consortiums have been established, pooling limited resources
to better address onsite treatment issues .

Minnesota’s Onsite Wastewater Treatment
Program
With more than one-fourth of Minnesota homeowners
using onsite systems, wastewater management is an
area of emphasis for the University of Minnesota’s Exten-
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Another problem is the high cost
of emergencies. “When the system
does break, it costs an e xorbitant
amount of money to fix something
that, if you would have had the spare
part to start with, would have cost
you a few dollars,” he says.

Kicking the Bucket
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